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Time : Three Hours        Marks : 80

Instruction :

1. All Questions are Compulsory.

2. Each Sub-question carry 5 marks.

3. Each Sub-question should be answered between 75 to 100 words. Write every questions 

answer on separate page.

4. Question paper of 80 Marks, it will be converted in to your programme structure marks.

(1) Translate any four classical Passage.          (20)

1)

o   

o   
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o 
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Q.2 Answer the following quetions (any four)                    (20)

 

1) Translate following Ancient Arabic saying and answer how one should live in

this world?
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2) Translate famous Arabic saying and write the lesson you recieve from it ?



 

3) Translate following Arabic quotable quote and write who is the most visionary

person?



 

4) Translate following famous Arabic saying and answer what is advised to man?



 

5) Translate following famous Arabic quote and write when the payment of

worker shoud be made?



Q.3 Answer the following questions (Any Four).             (20)

1) Transform these words into feminine plural.               



2) Explain the grammatical position of the words               



3)   Explain the grammatical position of these words               



4) Transform the words into musculine plural                   
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5) Change the following Verbs into imperfect tense/ III person/ Masculine /

Singular.





Q.4 Answer the following questions in details (Any Four).       (20)



1) Write a note in "Root words and their identification"



2) Give a detail history of "Origin of Arabic language"



3) Write in Arabic "Days of week"



4) Write a note on "Importance and benefits of Translation"



5) Write a note on "Transformation and signal identification of Arabic grammer"
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